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Context
	In the classic Western Shane [pic] we are introduced to the hero as he rides up to a homestead from out in the wild.  There’s a darkness in the town and the hero, Shane, has ridden in from outside of town and he’s going to clean up the darkness.  [pics] This is a surprisingly common element of Western movies, High Plains Drifter, Gunfight at the OK Corral, and even High Noon, in which the hero starts off as the sheriff in town, but, newly married, he leaves town. Then he has a change of heart, turns around and rides back to be the hero, riding in from outside of town.  A hero, often unlooked for, sometimes initially unwelcome, rides in from outside of town to be the hero. [Frederick Dale Bruner, John, p. 58-59]  Rarely do people expect him to be the hero.  They certainly don’t recognize him as the hero when he first arrives.  But eventually, he turns out to be the hero the town needed that they weren’t even looking for.
	In the opening of John’s Gospel, there’s a darkness in town, in all of creation. And Jesus, the Word, God incarnate, arrives to be the hero, riding in from outside of town, and he’s gonna clean up the darkness!
	Unlike Matthew and Luke, which start with various perspectives on Jesus’ very human birth, and unlike Mark which begins with Jesus’ baptism, leaving his origin untouched, John begins with Jesus’ existence before time.  Whereas the other Gospels begin with Jesus’ humanity and let the reader come to the conclusion of his divinity, John begins with Jesus’ divinity and lets his humanity come shining through in the rest of his text.  
But John doesn’t refer to Jesus by his human name until way down in verse 17.  Instead, John introduces him as The Word, capitalized. What is this “word” that John refers to?  One way to think of the Word is as Divine Wisdom Personified.  We think of wisdom merely as a characteristic of certain people. We call them wise. We may refer to their sayings as “wisdom.”  But in Judaism and in Greek thought during John’s time Wisdom was more than that.  Within Jewish thought, God’s Wisdom was active, powerful and purposeful.  “Wisdom is God’s agent in the creation and preservation of the world.” [NT Wright, Colossians and Philemon, p. 67]  God’s divine Wisdom had come to be seen as an agent in and of itself.  It is that background, along with parallel Greek ideas about the divine force that animates the universe, that John is tapping into here, only instead of using the word “Wisdom” he uses the term “Word” or, in Greek, “Logos.”
	So, with that idea of the Word being God’s divine wisdom which animates the universe, let’s see what John has to say about the Word.
Observations
	John opens his Gospel in a way that reminds us of Genesis 1- “In the beginning.”  Remember, too, that in Genesis 1 God created the world by speaking.  He “said” let there be light, etc.  Here John has “in the beginning was the Word.” There is a definite link here between John and Genesis. [Bruner, p. 14]
	The opening two verses seem a little repetitive, but in the NT that is actually a clue. When something is repeated it is for emphasis.  So John is opening his Gospel firmly establishing that the Word is God and that the word is eternal.  That the Word was “with” God signifies that the Word and God are not identical, they are in some sort of relationship, but that the Word was God shows that the relationship is more complex that two distinct Gods.  In fact, the Greek actually says the Word was “into” God, which is hard to translate, but does give a sense of fellowship and closeness.  [Bruner, p. 11] John is firmly monotheistic, even as he begins the task of wrestling out the meaning of the Trinity.
	John then further intertwines the Word with God as he describes the role of the Word in creation. Remember, a few weeks ago we looked at Colossians 1 which also talks about Jesus being the source of all creation.  Again, John uses repetition to firmly establish that the Word was not created, but did create everything.  Not only did the Word create everything, but the Word sustains all of creation too. In the Word was life, an indication of the sustaining power of the Word.
	Not only is the Word the source of lift, but also light, or illumination.  For Jews, light is a very important image and light is an important theme in John.  The people were lead out of Egypt by a pillar of fire at night.  “Those walking in darkness have seen a great light.” [Isaiah 9:2a] Light or illumination leads to a relationship with God, it is how God communicates or interacts with his people. The light shines in the darkness, so John is taking for granted that creation has been darkened, that there is a darkness, but the darkness has not understood it.  The word for understood can also be rendered “overcome.” So the darkness has not conquered the light.
	What is this darkness?  Darkness means sin.  The light shines in the created world that has been darkened by sin. The darkness has not overcome it, even when sin throws its worst at the light.  Remember, John knows the end of his own Gospel. He knows what happens.  The greatest power of sin is death, and even at the cross, when it looked like the darkness had won, the light was not actually overcome, but the light defeated death at the Resurrection. So when John was writing his introduction, he knew that the light has not been defeated, despite all that the darkness has thrown at it.
	Dropping down to verse 9, we see that the “true light” that gives light to every man was coming into the world.  John says he was already in the world in the next verse. [Bruner, p. 27] The indication here is that the light was already present, but coming into creation in a new way.  Paul picks up on this in Romans 1:18-22, describing how God has given the truth to humanity and made it plain, but humanity rejects the truth.  Here John speaks of how creation did not recognize its creator and sustainer and did not receive him.
	However, not all is dark.  Although creation as a whole did not receive the light, some did.  “To those who did receive him,” to those who believed in his name, he gave the right to become children of God.  Notice that for John believe is an explanation of receiving the Word.  Receiving is a hospitality word, a relationship word. So we see that belief, at least in John, is more than just an intellectual practice, it is a relationship word. And that belief, that receiving, leads to even more relationship results- the right to become the children of God. That’s pretty impressive! Notice, too, that it is a right to become, that is a transformation word “to become.”  We are not all God’s children by virtue of being part of the human race!  
	We are told that those who believe in his name have this right.  The Greek actually says “believe into” his name. That, again, is tricky to translate.  One way to understand it, though, is like today’s concept of “being really into” something or someone.  “He’s really into cars” or “She’s just not that into you.”  It indicates a depth of commitment.  So believing into Jesus’ name means being really into, really committed to Jesus. [Bruner, p. 30]
	John gives more detail on this “becoming children of God” idea.  It is not like human birth. He eliminates being children by blood or heritage.  Remember, for Jews their ethnic heritage as descendants of Abraham was very important and was their reason for being God’s people. He eliminates being children by a parent or parents’ decision.  How did Jews demonstrate that their children were part of the Covenant?  The parents had boys circumcised.  That was the decision of the parents.  He even eliminates being a child by the will of a father.  In those days it was believed that the father had more to do with the conception of a child than the mother.  None of the normal ways of becoming a child or becoming a child of Abraham matter. It is all about being born of God. Why does this matter? Because it means becoming children of God is the work of God, not us.  Even our belief “into” Jesus is the work of God in us through the Holy Spirit.  Remember, it is the Word that is light, or illumination or even revelation.  It is the Word that illuminates our hearts and minds and leads to belief.
	What else about the Word?  The Word actually became flesh and made his dwelling among us. That is quite astounding!  The divine Word of God, that was with God and was God from the very beginning, became flesh.  Talk about putting 10 gallons of water in a 2 gallon bucket!
	Where else do we hear about God dwelling with people?  Remember back at verse 1 that we talked about a link back to Genesis?  Here is another link to the beginning of Genesis. Not since God walked with Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden has God dwelt with people!
	And John speaks of having seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only, or the Only Begotten, a way to refer to the Son, the second member of the Trinity. All of this build up about the Word leads to the Word coming to us, becoming enfleshed, and dwelling with us, but not just hidden away as a normal man, but continuing to illuminate humanity by being filled with grace and truth. He is the One and only, reflecting the glory of the Father to creation first hand.
Interpretation
	So what does all this mean? How are we to interpret this? While there is a lot going on here, some of which we won’t have time to go into, I want to hang our hat on three facets of the Incarnation.  The Incarnation is the means, the message and the model.  
	What do I mean by that?  The Incarnation is the means by which God reaches out to us.  The Incarnation of the Word is the way that God brings about reconciliation. The Incarnation is about reconciliation.  The Word was in the world as light to humanity, but humanity rejected the light, choosing instead to live in darkness.  This is not just a concept in John, but as we mentioned, also in Paul’s writing.  There is no excuse for us. God has made the truth sufficiently plain to us that our rebellion is our responsibility.  Our ignorance of God is inexcusable. [Bruner, p. 27] So God had to come to us himself in order to reconcile us to himself.  We ignored the revelation available to us, so he came in person. Sadly, though, many still ignore the revelation of truth in Jesus.
	Jesus is the means of reconciliation. He is also the means of revelation.  He is the image of the invisible God. He is the embodiment, the enfleshment, of God’s Word. He is the embodiment of God’s grace and truth, which are part of the glory of God.
	Jesus is also the means by which we partake of reconciliation. He is the means by which God opened the door for reconciliation through the atonement, but he is also the means by which we get to participate in that reconciliation.  It is belief into Jesus, belief into the reality of Jesus, being “that into him” that allows us to become children of God.    This belief is the means by which we open the doors of our own selves to the Holy Spirit.  The Spirit works in us to believe more fully and whole heartedly. “Simple belief” is the first step, but it never remains simple.  “Nothing produces the good fruit of discipleship and the desire to follow Jesus like the regeneration that the Holy Spirit works in ‘simple believers.’” [Bruner, p. 31]  True belief, even simple belief, leads to transformation of the person, their character, their will, their minds and emotions.  This new birth, as children of God, is called conversion, but it is much more than a decision.  It begins with a decision, but is characterized by ongoing belief, commitment and submission into Jesus.  He is the means of reconciliation from both directions, from God’s side and from ours.
	Jesus is also the message.  The incarnation is about revelation.  Prophets bring a message from God. They point to God. But they are not God and they are not the message. Consider Balaam, the prophet in Exodus who was hired to curse Israel.  He was not the message!  He could only deliver the message God gave him. Unlike prophets who point away from themselves in order to point to God, Jesus was the message himself. He pointed to himself. He spoke for God because he is God.
	Jesus is the Word of God. What does that mean?  One way to think of it is to think of our words.  If you want to get to know somebody, you speak with them.  That person’s “audible words relate to their inaudible thoughts (which we very much want to know) in the same way that the divine-human Jesus relates to the invisible God (whom we very much want to know).” [Bruner, p. 11]  If you want to get to know somebody, you speak with them. You trust that their words represent who they are; that their words are one way to get to know who they are.  One hopes that their words are a true reflection of their thoughts, that they’re not delusional or lying. But in general, a person’s words shed light on who they are, what is important to them, what makes them tick, etc. Their words share their thoughts, their emotions, their desires and passions.  In Jesus, we have God’s Word.  In Jesus we have a window into God’s thoughts, emotions, desires and passions.  Jesus is the message- that God is love and lovable. That God is both grace and truth.  That God is both justice and mercy.  In knowing Jesus, we know God just as in knowing a person’s words we get to know them.
	We’ve talked about this a number of times over the past few weeks. The winsome aspects of Jesus are true of God. The attractive nature of Jesus is the nature of God.  Jesus loves children, he plays with them and cuddles them. He loves the outcast, touching the untouchables and befriending the friendless.  He is wise beyond measure, often leaving people to ponder his words. But he is also a great teacher, speaking of everyday events to illustrate divine principles.  Jesus is the message. He is the revelation of God to us.
	Jesus is also the model.  And I don’t just mean how nice he was so we should be nice too.  Jesus’ ministry, life, death and resurrection are the model of how God’s kingdom works.  God brings glory to his name not by eliminating suffering from the outside, but by entering into suffering and even death and destroying them from the inside!  Jesus walked a very painful road, filled with suffering and rejection. Yet that is the road which lead both to his victory and his exaltation to the right hand of God the Father Almighty.
	As we are transformed into his likeness, we may find ourselves walking that same road of suffering.  We should not be surprised or discouraged, because Jesus is the model for how God glorifies his name.  The disciples all experienced this. Paul experienced this. But that is the road to intimacy with the Father.  That is the road that Jesus walked and it is the road his follows will walk if they are truly walking with him.
	Jesus is also the model in that he came to us.  The Word came to creation, became enfleshed and dwelt among us for our sake.  This is the model or example Jesus sets in coming to us, sinners, with the goal of reconciliation.  This is the model he sets for us too- to go to those in darkness and shine the light for them.  He doesn’t ask us to come all the way to him in his heavenly holiness. Instead, he travels 99% of the distance, reaches out the last 1% and just asks us to take his hand.  We need to remember that when it comes to reconciliation as well. We need to go 99% of the distance to those who need Jesus. We need to reach across the remaining 1% and ask them to join us.  It is no good waiting for them to come to you. They are in darkness! They can’t find the way!
Now Apply It
	So how do we apply John’s message about the Word? How do we bring this home for our own walk as children of God?
	First, if you are not reborn as a child of God, this is the way! If you are not wholly “into” Jesus, know that He is the way to be reconciled to God.  Believe “into” Jesus.  As we talked about last week, ask him for his living water.  You don’t have to have it all figured out first.  You don’t have to have all your theological i;s dotted and t’s crossed.  Take the first step of asking, then allow him to work in you to grow your belief, understanding and commitment.  If you are interested in being reconciled to God, interested in becoming one of his children, then use the means he has given you- belief in Jesus.
	Remember, belief is the way John clarifies receiving, “To those who received him, who believed in his name.”  Receiving is a hospitality word.  Think of receiving a guest into your home. Belief in Jesus is not just about holding certain ideas about him, but it means receiving him into your life, your heart, your mind, will and desires. It means hosting Jesus in your life.  We talked about Westerns at the beginning. The stranger comes in from out of town and it is important how the townspeople receive him. If they reject him, he’s not likely to save the town!  When they welcome him in, that is the appropriate response to a saviour.  That is more of what John means by belief.
	If you want to know more about God, look at Jesus.  Read the Gospels.  It’s amazing how often Christians just read the letters, or just read a few verses here and there.  If you want to know God better, read about Jesus. He is the message. He doesn’t point to God like a prophet, he is God.  So if you wonder what God is like, if you know you have some false ideas or bad impressions of God, then clear those up by reading the biographies of Jesus in the NT, Matthew, Mark, Luke and John.
	Next, notice that truth is not just an idea, but a man.  Jesus is God’s truth, he is the Light of the World. He is God’s Word.  Today there is a lot of doubt about truth in our culture. People have despaired of ever finding objective truth.  Sometimes this is a convenient cop-out to avoid being held responsible or accountable for bad behaviour, but on a deeper level I think it points to a loss of direction and a sense of hopelessness about ultimate truths and realities.  What do we see here in John 1, though?  Jesus is the light. Jesus is full of grace and truth. Jesus is the revelation of God.  Truth is not centrally located in ideas or propositions. Truth is centrally located in a man. And while it may be difficult to hold onto or relate to propositions, it is much easier to hold onto or relate to a man.  Truth is found in Jesus, and not just personal truth, or subjective truth, but ultimate truth. So if you want to find truth, if you are hunting for truth, philosophy can provide helpful tools for discerning truth, but the actual treasure is found in Jesus, not the tool shed of philosophy.  Philosophy may give you the pick axe and shovel, and they may be useful in getting to the treasure, but they are not the treasure themselves.  The treasure of truth is Jesus himself- another reason for reading the Gospels and learning more about Jesus and getting to know him better.
	Jesus is the light. He is the knowledge, the wisdom.  But notice that the purpose of the knowledge of Jesus is not just knowledge for knowledge’s sake.  Knowledge, light, leads to reconciliation.  That is the true value of knowledge- it leads to a reconciled relationship with God, the creator and sustainer of creation.
	As another application, when we learn about God’s means of reconciliation, his message of Jesus and the model Jesus gives for how God’s kingdom works, we should be lead to respond in worship.  This is God’s great action- the Word became flesh and dwelled among us! [Pic] The light came to creation from “outside of town” to save creation from darkness.  Just as the townspeople are grateful to the cowboy hero that saves them, we are to be grateful to Jesus and respond appropriately.  That should lead us to respond in many ways, such as prayer and song, but also obedience, service and submission.  Transformation leads to mission.  Being transformed into children of God by our reception of the Word of God, the light of humanity, leads to us becoming light to others.  We are to bear witness to the light, reflecting it deeper into the darkness of creation.  That happens when we worship in song, prayer, obedience and service.  It happens when we follow Jesus’ model of going the extra mile to find those in darkness and bring the light of truth to them.
To Do: Our to do this week is to ask Jesus daily to be our light so that we can be a light to others. In this way, we carry out our reception of him, our role as God’s children. We continue to respond to the means, message and model we find in the Word becoming flesh. Amen.

